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What a year 2018 was!!

The headlines
• Jittery FTSE endures worst year since crash!!!
• The CBOE UK 100 index (a similar index of the UK’s top 100 companies) fell 12.6% through 2018 as
the political farce over Brexit took its toll.
• There were wider concerns over the slowing global economy and the worries over US-China trade
wars were not helping markets at all.
• China’s CS1300 index shed a quarter of its value.
• Hong Kong’s Hang Seng fell 13.6%
• Japan’s Nikkei dropped 12%
• Germany’s Dax dived 18%
• France’s CAC fell 11%
About a year ago UK and US markets reached record highs with President Trump declaring “The reason our
stock market is so successful is because of me”.
Now he is blaming Jerome Powell, Chairman of the US Federal Reserve (a man he appointed).
Other than that, he’s been curiously quiet since the end of year reversals in the markets!
So time to put the tin hats on and look at our portfolios in 2018.

Please note the performance figures exclude management fees.

As you will probably see from the chart on the previous page, our portfolios with less exposure to Growth
assets (Equity and Property) have fared better than those with more exposure to Growth.
The Defensive elements of the portfolios have largely done their job and our regular reviews and
rebalancing continue to provide opportunities to buy Growth assets when they have fallen and are
therefore cheaper, just as the rebalancing allows us to take profits on the back of rises in values.
It will be no surprise to know that our current rebalancing reviews are in the main selling down IndexLinked Gilts (which are defensive assets) and buying Global and UK Equity which have fallen and will
hopefully provide benefit to the portfolios as and when markets stabilise and start to rise again.
By all means give us a ring if you want to talk this through in any more detail.
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Disclaimers:Opinions constitute our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without warning. Certain
investments carry a higher degree of risk than others and are, therefore, unsuitable for some investors. The
value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up, and you may not recover the
amount of your initial investment. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Forecasts are
not a reliable indicator of future performance. Nothing in this document should be construed as a solicitation
or offer, or recommendation, to buy or sell securities or any other investment or banking product, or to
provide any investment advice or service. Raymond James nor any connected company accepts responsibility
for any direct or indirect or consequential loss suffered by you or any other person as a result of your acting,
or deciding not to act, in reliance upon any information contained in this document.

